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6th Gen Camaro 15” Drag Pack Rear Brake Conversion 

Contents: 

2 Modified Powder Coated GM Calipers and new Banjo Bolts 

2 New OE replacement Disc Rotors 

2 Adjustable Toe Rods and hardware (2 button head bolts) 

1 Set Ceramic Compound Brake Pads 

 

Installation by a professional is strongly recommended as an alignment and brake bleeding will be 

necessary after installation and not covered in our simple guide. This kit requires ZERO permanent 

modification to your vehicle and should be as simple as Bolt on and go racing. If you do not have access 

to the tools or the knowledge to complete the install please contact a professional.  

This Guide is merely an overview and should not be considered a comprehensive install guide. If you are 

not fully comfortable in working with the basic devices included in this kit, please refer to a professional 

for assistance. SMG will not provide additional support other than parts supply for this kit.   

 Parts included are intended solely for replacing your stock parts with the parts provided in this kit. 

1. Start by removing the OEM Caliper from the knuckle and set aside (do not disconnect brake 

hose at this time and do not open the brake fluid system) 

2. Remove the factory disc rotor and set aside, we will not be reusing. 

3. Remove OEM rear toe rod and set aside, be sure to mark, alignment bolt to line back up in a 

similar location. 

4. Take your new toe rod (included with kit) and expand the adjustable end joints to match the 

overall length of the oem toe rod. (close is good, your alignment tech will need to adjust for final 

alignment spec) Torque to 85ft lbs 

5. Note the bushings in the ends are different. One end, typically with a white zip tie will have 

wider bushings designed to fit into the cars frame. The other end will have a black zip tie and be 

obviously narrower. The Narrow end will face outwards and connect at the knuckle with the 

new provided button head bolts.  

6. Install new disc rotors and secure with torx screw removed in step 2  

7. Assemble new calipers, insert brake pads and attach caliper/bracket onto cars knuckle using the 

oem bolts removed in step 1. Torque to 81ft lbs  

8. Remove oem banjo bolt from factory hose and install new included banjo bolt/washers in new 

calipers. 

9. Complete brake bleeding procedure, reinstall wheel, get vehicle aligned.  

 

That’s It! Time to go hurt some feelings! 


